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a b s t r a c t
Using a dynamic programming approach, we prove that a large variety of matrix
reconstruction problems from two projections can be solved in polynomial timewhenever
the number of rows (or columns) is fixed. We also prove some complexity results for
several problems concerning the reconstruction of a binary matrix when a neighborhood
constraint occurs.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Given a binarymatrix, its horizontal and vertical projections are defined as the sum of its elements for each row and each
column, respectively. The reconstruction of a binary matrix from its orthogonal projections has been studied by Ryser [21,
22]. One can refer to the books ofHermanandKuba [15,16] for further information on the theory, algorithms and applications
of this classical problem in discrete tomography. It is well known that this basic problem, where the only constraints to
verify are both projections, can be solved in polynomial time. Numerous studies deal with this problem when additional
constraints have to be taken into account.
Some examples of such constraints are: different kind of convexity [11,18], connectedness [1,4,23], periodicity [10,17],
non-adjacency [2,3], non-isolated 1’s [3], coloring [6] and Gibbs priors [14]. As illustrated by the numerous works cited just
above [1–4,14,23], due to applications many constraints are neighborhood-type ones: for instance it can be required that in
the matrix every element 1 must be adjacent to another 1, or to at least two 1’s, or to at least one 1 and one 0, etc. This is
why several problems we study here are concerned with these constraints.
The main part of this paper deals with problems where the number of rows of the matrix to reconstruct is fixed. For such
matrices,we give the schemeof a dynamic programming approach thatworks in polynomial time in the number of rows, and
that builds a solution for a wide range of problems. This general approach can be used when the problems are characterized
by constraints acting on a fixed size neighborhood of the 1’s of the matrix to reconstruct. We also give complexity results
in the case where the number of rows and the number of columns are part of the input of the decision problems. This
paper is more theoretical than practical in the sense that our goal is to give complexity results in the light of parameterized
complexity. Besides, the parameter being the number of rows of the matrix, we show that the NP-complete problems we
consider are polynomialwhenever this parameter is fixed. As a consequence, for a practical purpose, the algorithmwedesign
will be tractable only for the small values of the parameter.
The paper is organized as follows: the notations and themost important definitions are given in Section 2. In Section 3, the
dynamic programming scheme is given. We detail how the algorithm works for a particular class of problems in Section 4.
In Section 5, other classes of problems where the dynamic programming scheme works are presented. Sections 6 and 7 are
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Fig. 1. A binary matrix with projections H = (3, 4, 2, 3) and V = (2, 4, 3, 2, 1).
Fig. 2. {2, 4, 6, 8}-adjacency.
Fig. 3. A matrix of T3 .
devoted to complexity results for some classes of matrices when the number of rows or columns are not fixed any more but
are part of the input of the decision problems. A conclusion is given in Section 8.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce notations and definitions that we use in the following.
Given anm× n binary matrix A, we denote its horizontal projection by H = (h1, . . . , hm), hi being the number of 1’s on





j=1 vj holds for any binary matrix A.
In order to define the adjacency constraint we recall several definitions of the neighborhood of a given cell ai,j of the
matrix A. We speak of 2-adjacency if the neighbors of ai,j are the two cells ai,j+1 and ai,j−1; 4-adjacency if the neighbors of ai,j
are the four cells ai,j−1, ai,j+1, ai−1,j, and ai+1,j; 6-adjacency if the neighbors of ai,j are the six cells ai,j+1, ai,j−1, ai−1,j, ai+1,j,
ai+1,j−1 and ai−1,j+1; 8-adjacency if the neighbors of ai,j are the eight cells ai,j+1, ai,j−1, ai−1,j, ai+1,j, ai−1,j−1, ai+1,j+1, ai−1,j+1,
and ai+1,j−1. Fig. 2 illustrates the p-adjacency for p = 2, p = 4, p = 6, and p = 8 (from the left to the right).
We say that matrix A fulfills the exactly-1–p-adjacency constraint if ai,j = 1 implies that there is exactly one among
its p-adjacent cells that has value 1. The class of binary matrices that fulfill exactly-1–p-adjacency constraint is denoted by
N =1p , p ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}. In a same way, we say that matrix A fulfills the exactly-q–p-adjacency [resp. at-most-q–p-adjacency,
and at-least-q–p-adjacency] constraint if ai,j = 1 implies that there are exactly [resp. at most, and at least] q cells among
its p-adjacent cells that have value 1. The classes of these binary matrices are denoted by N =qp , N ≤qp , N ≥qp , respectively,
p ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}.
We say that matrix A fulfills the timetabling-k-constraint if A ∈ N ≥12 , and the number of successive 0’s on each row is less
than or equal to k. The class of binary matrices that fulfill timetabling-k-constraint is denoted by Tk. Fig. 3 shows a matrix
that fulfills the timetabling-3-constraint.
A binary matrix A is said to be (p, q)-periodical if ai,j = ai+p,j+q for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− p and 1 ≤ j ≤ n− q. These matrices form
the class denoted by P(p,q).
We say that a binarymatrix A is (p, q)-alternate-periodicalmatrix if ai,j+ai+p,j+q = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m−p and 1 ≤ j ≤ n−q.
The class of (p, q)-alternate-periodical binary matrices is denoted byAP (p,q).
Eventually, we define the class of colored matrices and their projections. In a k-colored matrix A, each element ai,j is
assigned either to a color c among k possible or it is colorless. The projection of row i [resp. column j] is the k-dimensional
vector hi [resp. vj] where coordinate c corresponds to the number of occurrences of color c in row i [resp. column j]. The
class of k-colored matrices is denoted by Ck+1 (note that k+ 1 are the possible elements inside the matrix).
Here, we introduce the concepts of size of the neighborhood, and range of a constraint, which turns out to be of primary
relevance in our studies: let Const be a constraint acting on the elements of amatrix A. We define the size of the neighborhood
of Const to be themaximumnumber of elements of Awhose values determine the satisfiability of Const for a generic element
of A, and we indicate it by N(Const). If N(Const) is finite, then we say that Const is a fixed size neighborhood constraint. As an
example, the defined q–p-adjacency constraints have size p, since the values of the p cells of the neighborhood of a generic
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element ai,j determine if the constraint is satisfied for that element. Analogously the timetabling-k-constraint has size k+1,
and the (p, q)-periodical constraint has size 1.
If a class of matrices C contains exactly all the matrices satisfying Const , then, by abuse of notation, we write N(C) =
N(Const).
Finally, we define left column range, here simply range, of the constraint Const w.r.t. the element ai,j, to be the minimum
interval of columns immediately to the left of j, which always contains all the elements of the neighborhood of ai,j that lie
to its left, and we indicate it with R(Const). As done before, by abuse of notation, we also apply the range to the class of
matrices defined by Const , so that R(C) = R(Const).
So, the range of each q–p-adjacency constraint turns out to be 1, since all the p cells which form the neighborhood of a
generic element ai,j lie in the three columns j− 1, j and j+ 1, but only the column j− 1 is on the left of column j. Again, the
timetabling-k-constraint has range k, while the (p, q)-periodical constraint has range q.
In this paper two problems related to a generic class C of binary matrices will be addressed:
Consistency(C,H, V )
Input: a pair of integer vectors H and V ;
Question: does there exist an element of the class C whose horizontal and vertical projections are the vectors H
and V , respectively?
Reconstruction(C,H, V )
Input: a pair of integer vectors H and V ;
Task: reconstruct an element of the class C whose horizontal and vertical projections are the vectors H and V ,
respectively, if it exists, otherwise give a failure.
Note that since our objective is to obtain tractable problems (in the frame of the parameterized complexity), we are
concerned with problems with a fixed range.
3. A polynomial time dynamic programming scheme for a fixed number of rows
We will design a general framework that fulfills the task of Reconstruction(C,H, V ) for a generic class C having finite
constant range, i.e. that either constructs a solution, if it exists, or a certificate in the case where there is no matrix of class C
consistent with H and V . Assuming that both the number of rows of the matrix and the size of the neighborhood constraint
are fixed, we will show that the running time of the algorithm is polynomial.
First we explain the ideas behind our approach. Let r = R(C) where C is the considered class of matrices. The first
step consists in enumerating all the m × (r + 1) submatrices with vertical projection Vj = (vj, vj+1, . . . , vj+r), for every
j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − r . The submatrices that are not consistent with the constraints of the class C are not taken into account.
For every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − r , these submatrices will make the layer Lj of a directed graph (in this graph each submatrix will
correspond to a vertex). The second step consists in defining the arcs of the graph. There will be an arc linking a vertex in the
layer Lj to a vertex in the layer Lj+1 if and only if the union of the two matrices is consistent, since both the two matrices are
consistent with the constraints of the classC. After this step, any directed path starting from the first layer and ending to the
last layer will correspond to a matrix consistent with both the vertical projection V and the constraints of C. The last step
consists in finding a path corresponding to a matrix with the horizontal projection H . This is obtained by applying dynamic
programming on the directed acyclic graph built at the second step.
We now describe the algorithm. The algorithm Reconstruction uses three parameters C,H, V : the class of the problem,
and the horizontal and vertical projections. r = R(C) < ∞, m and n are directly obtained from C,H, V . All matrices and
vectors have m rows (the dimension of H). The following notations will be used: for an m × n matrix A, A[i] is the column
i of A, and A[i...j] stands for the submatrix constituted by the columns of A from i to j; for two submatrices A[i...j] and A[k...l],
A[i...j]A[k...l], is the matrix corresponding to the columns from i to j followed by the columns from k to l; the notation A @ C
means that there is a matrix B having m rows, such that A  B ∈ C; for two sets of m-dimensional vectors S and S ′, their
Minkowski sum is S ⊕ S ′ = { Ew = Ewi + Ewj| Ewi ∈ S, Ewj ∈ S ′}. We will denote by G = (X, E) the directed graph built by the
algorithmwhere the vertex set is X = L1∪· · ·∪ Ln−r . With each vertex B ∈ X will be associatedH(B) a set ofm-dimensional
vectors. All these sets are initialized to be the empty set.
algorithm Reconstruction (C,H, V )
(1) for j = 1 to n− r do
(a) for eachm× (r + 1) binary matrix B do
(b) check if B @ C
(c) if B has the vertical projection (vj, . . . , vj+r) then B ∈ Lj
(2) for j = 1 to n− r − 1 do
(a) for each B¯ ∈ Lj and each B ∈ Lj+1 do
(b) if B¯[2...r+1] = B[1...r] and B¯ B[r+1] @ C then (B¯, B) ∈ E
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(3) for j = 1 to n− r − 1 do
for each B ∈ Lj do
for each arc (B¯, B) ∈ E do H(B) = H(B) ∪ (H(B¯)⊕ {B[1]})
(4) for each B ∈ Ln−r do
for each arc (B¯, B) ∈ E do H(B) = H(B) ∪ (H(B¯)⊕ {B[1] + · · · + B[r+1]})
(5) search B ∈ Ln−r such that H ∈ H(B)
(6) if B does not exist then the problem has no solution
(7) take a path pi = (B1, . . . , Bn−r) in the graph with B1 ∈ L1, . . . , Bn−r ∈ Ln−r , and such that H(pi) = H(B1B[r+1]2 · · ·
B[r+1]n−r ) = H
(8) build the matrix A = B1  B[r+1]2  · · ·  B[r+1]n−r .
Lemma 1. The algorithm Reconstruction constructs amatrix A ∈ C, with R(C) < ∞, having projections H and V if such amatrix
exists.
Proof. We show that there is a bijection between the set of paths (B1, . . . , Bn−r), B1 ∈ L1, . . . , Bn−r ∈ Ln−r , of G and
the set of m × n matrices A ∈ C with vertical projection V . From step 1(c), the first column of Bi has vertical projection
vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − r, and Bn−r has vertical projection (vn−r , . . . , vn). Then taking the first column of every Bi, 1 ≤ i < n − r,
and thematrix Bn−r , we obtain anm×nmatrix Awith vertical projection V . Moreover, steps 1(b) and 2(b) ensure that A ∈ C.
Conversely, let A be anm× nmatrix in C. From step 1 eachm× (r + 1) submatrix of A corresponds to a vertex of G. From
step 2 there is an arc (Bi, Bi+i) in G for the two successive m × (r + 1) submatrices A[i...i+r] and A[i+1...i+r+1]. Index i going
from 1 to n− r − 1 yields that there is path from A[1...1+r] ∈ L1 to A[n−r...n] ∈ Ln−r in G.
For each path (B1, . . . , Bj), B1 ∈ L1, Bj ∈ Lj, steps 3 and 4 compute its value, i.e. for each row the sum of the elements
of the submatrix corresponding to this path. Moreover, for each vertex Bj, the values corresponding to all the paths
(B1, . . . , Bj), B1 ∈ L1 are stored in H(Bj). Since this computation follows a topological order of G it correctly works.
It follows that there is an m × n matrix A ∈ C with projections H and V if and only if there is a path pi =
(B1, . . . , Bn−r), B1 ∈ L1, . . . , Bn−r ∈ Ln−r such that H ∈ H(Bn−r). Steps 5, 6, 7 check for it. In case where pi exists, the
matrix A is given in step 8, taking the first column of each Bi, 1 ≤ i < n− r, and the matrix Bn−r . 
Theorem 2. For a classC with fixed size neighborhood constraint the two problems Consistency(C,H, V ) and Reconstruction(C,
H, V ) can be solved in polynomial time when m is fixed.
Proof. Wewill analyze the complexity of the algorithm Reconstruction, assumingm and r fixed. The number ofm× (r+1)
binary matrices is 2m(r+1). For each matrix steps 1(b) and 1(c) take time O(m2(r + 1)2) = O((mr)2). Thus step 1 takes time
O((mr)2 · 2m(r+1)). Since each layer of G has at most 2m(r+1) vertices and there are n− r layers, the construction of G (step 2)
takes O((n− r−1) ·22m(r+1)) = O(n22m(r+1)) time. Since hi ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,we have |H(B)| ≤ nm−1, for each vertex B in the
vertex set X . So steps 3 and 4 take time O(n22m(r+1)nm−1) = O(nm22m(r+1)). Step 5 takes time O(nm−1) and using pointers
steps 7 and 8 take O(nm) time. So the time complexity of Reconstruction is O(nm22m(r+1))which is polynomial wheneverm
and r are fixed. 
4. How the algorithm Reconstruction runs forN =14
We will illustrate with an example how the algorithm Reconstruction works. We search for a matrix A ∈ N =14 with
projections H = (2, 1, 3) and V = (1, 2, 1, 2). We havem = 3, n = 4 and r = 3.















































B1 6@ N =14 , B4 6@ N =14 , B6 6@ N =14 , B9 6@ N =14 ; moreover, B3, B5, B7 cannot correspond to the first two columns of a matrix






































The graph obtained at step 2 is given by Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. G = (X, E) built at step 2.































. Since H ∈ H(B15), and its path is pi = (B8, B11, B15), then the corresponding
matrix is A =
(0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1
)
.
5. Other classes for whose Reconstruction works
5.1. ClassesN =qp ,N ≤qp ,N ≥qp
As seen in Section 2, for a class C ∈ {N =qp ,N ≤qp ,N ≥qp }, p ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}, the range of the neighborhood is R(C) = 1.
So taking r = 1 and adapting the steps 1(b) and 2(b) to the class C in the algorithm Reconstruction, the problem
Reconstruction(C,H, V ) can be solved in polynomial time whenm is fixed.
5.2. Class Tk
As seen in Section 2 for the class Tk the range of the neighborhood is R(Tk) = k. So taking r = k and adapting the
steps 1(b) and 2(b) to Tk in the algorithm Reconstruction, the problem Reconstruction(Tk,H, V ) is solved in polynomial time
wheneverm and k are fixed.
5.3. Classes P(p,q) andAP (p,q)
The problems of reconstructing a periodical or an alternate periodical binary matrix was introduced in [10] and [9],
respectively. For both problems polynomial algorithms are given when p = q = 1. In our knowledge the complexity status
of the reconstruction problem for the classes P(p,q) andAP (p,q) is still open.
For these two classes, we could run the algorithm directly on the considered instance and get a solution. Anyway, by
changing the order of the columns, we could lower the complexity of the algorithm: reordering the columns of the matrix
as 1, p + 1, 2p + 1, . . . , b npc + 1, 2, p + 2, . . . , b npc + 2, . . . , p, 2p, . . . , b npcp, the problem can be seen as p independent
problems, for which one can easily see that r = 1 (hence the complexity becomes O(pnm22m) instead of O(nm22mp)). After
step 4 has been issued for each problem k, 1 ≤ k ≤ p, one has to search Bp ∈ Lpnp−1 such that H ∈ H(B1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ H(Bp).
If such Bp can be found, one just has to take a path pi = (B¯1, B1, . . . , B¯p, Bp) with B¯k ∈ Lk1, 1 ≤ k ≤ p, (the p subgraphs
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associated with the p independent problems can be easily connected according to the natural linear order 1, 2, . . . , p) then
build the matrix A from pi , and eventually reorder the columns.
With this method, Reconstruction(P(p,q),H, V ) and Reconstruction(AP (p,q),H, V ) can be solved in polynomial time
wheneverm is fixed.
5.4. Class Ck
The problems in Ck have been extensively studied. For any fixed k ≥ 4 deciding if a k colored matrix satisfying H
and V exists is strongly NP-complete [6]. In [21] Ryser gives both a characterization and a polynomial time reconstruction
algorithm for the binary matrices (class C2). The complexity for the class C3 is a major open question in the fields of discrete
tomography and graph theory [19]. In [7,8] giving restrictions on projections H and V , authors furnish some polynomial
subproblems for Ck.
We will show how to adapt the algorithm Reconstruction for the class Ck. Recall that for Ck the range of the neighborhood
is R(Ck) = 0.
algorithm Reconstruction (Ck,H, V )
(1) for j = 1 to n do
for eachm-dimensional k-colored vector B do
if B has the vertical projection vj then B ∈ Lj
(2) for j = 1 to n− 1 do
for each B ∈ Lj and each B¯ ∈ Lj+1 do (B, B¯) ∈ E
(3) for j = 1 to n− 1 do
for each B ∈ Lj do
for each arc (B¯, B) ∈ E do H(B) = H(B) ∪ (H(B¯)⊕ {vj})
(4) search B ∈ Ln such that H ∈ H(B)
(5) if B does not exist then problem has no solution
(6) take a path pi = (B¯, B)with B¯ ∈ L1
(7) build the matrix A from pi .
Theorem 3. When k and m are fixed the problems Consistency(Ck,H, V ) and Reconstruction(Ck,H, V ) can be solved in
polynomial time.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm Reconstruction is proved in Lemma 1. We will analyze its complexity. The number
of m-dimensional k-colored vectors is km, so step 1 takes O(km) time. Each layer of G has at most km vertices and there are
n layers, so step 2 takes O(nk2m) time. Since |hi| = n, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have |H(B)| ≤ O(n(k−1)m) for each B ∈ X , so step 3
takes O(nk2mn(k−1)m) = O(n(k−1)m+1k2m) time. Step 4 takes O(n(k−1)m) time and steps 6 and 7 take O(nm) time. So the time
complexity is O(n(k−1)m+1k2m)which is polynomial wheneverm and k are fixed. 
We underline that the complexity of the reconstruction problem has to be necessarily connected with the dimension
of its instance, consequently both with the dimensions m and n of the solution matrix, and with the number of different
elements inside it, i.e. the parameter k of the chosen class Ck.
5.5. Polyominoes packing
Let us consider the integer lattice Z × Z regarded as an infinite squared surface, and call each single square a cell.
In this environment, we define polyomino to be a finite connected set of cells (these cells being colored or not), up to
translations. A packing is a placement of non-overlapping copies of the polyomino on an m × n rectangle (rotations
can be allowed or not). Projections of a packing count the number of polyominoes (for each color) which lie on each
row and column of the rectangle. Given such projections, we wish to reconstruct a packing consistent with them. This
generalizes some problems we studied above in this article: The reconstruction of an m × n binary matrix can be
regarded as the special case of the reconstruction of a packing inside an m × n rectangle where each polyomino consists
of a single uncolored cell; for the class Ck the polyominoes consist of a unique colored cell. In the same manner, the
reconstruction problems for the classes N =0p , p ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}, can be easily seen as problems of polyomino packings. The
reader is referred to [5,12] for some NP-completeness results concerning some restrictive subproblems of polyominoes
tiling (a tiling is a special case of packing where each cell of the m × n rectangle is covered), and to [20] for a quick
reconstruction algorithm of specific tilings where the polyominoes are constituted by couples of cells, say domino
tilings.
Since r , i.e. the range of a polyomino, is fixed, the algorithm Reconstruction can be easily adapted to the problems of
polyominoes packing, and it runs in polynomial time whenever one of the dimensionsm or n is fixed.
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Fig. 5. On the left, the values of the elements of H and V in instance I ′ are computed starting from those of H2 and V2 of instance I . Furthermore, they are
shown the elements which are common to all the solutions of I ′ . On the right, it is indicated the correspondence between each element of a matrix in C3
and a configuration inside a matrix ofN =14 .
6. Complexity results for classN =14
In this paragraph, we turn our attention to the general reconstruction problem for the class N =14 showing some
complexity results in the case where the number of rows of the matrix to be reconstructed is not fixed. More precisely,
we start from a generic instance of the already mentioned problem Reconstruction(C3,H2, V2), (here the subscripts 2 of the
projections simply indicate the dimension of their elements) whose complexity is still unknown, andwe show a polynomial
time process (say, a reduction) which creates an instance of Reconstruction(N =14 ,H, V ), whose solutions are in one-to-
one correspondence with the solutions of the starting problem. Such a reduction sets the computational complexity of
Reconstruction(C3,H2, V2) as a lower bound to that of Reconstruction(N =14 ,H, V ).
So, let us explicitly state the problem (see [5])
Reconstruction(C3,H2, V2):
Input: a two-dimensional integer vector H2 = ((ha1, hb1), . . . (ham, hbm)), and a two-dimensional integer vector V2 =
((va1, v
b





Task: Reconstruct anm× nmatrix in C3, i.e. whose elements are in {0, a, b}, such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n
we have
|{ai,j : ai,j = x}| = hxi and |{ai,j : ai,j = x}| = vxj
with x ∈ {a, b}.
Following the general framework given in [5], we associate to each element 0, a, and b of a matrix in C3 three different
configurations of elements of a matrix inN =14 such that:
(i) the horizontal [resp. vertical] projections of the three configurations are independent;
(ii) each configuration is uniquely determined by its horizontal and vertical projections
as sketched in Fig. 5, on the right. In the following theorem we prove that such a correspondence realizes the desired
reduction:
Theorem 4. The problem Reconstruction(N =14 ,H, V ) is at least as hard as the problem Reconstruction(C3,H2, V2).
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing an effective procedure which associates to each instance I of Reconstruction(C3,
H2, V2) an instance I ′ of Reconstruction (N =14 ,H, V ), so that from each solution of this last it can be effectively computed a
solution of I .
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So, let I = (H2, V2) be such that
H2 = ((ha1, hb1), . . . , (ham, hbm)) and V2 = ((va1, vb1), . . . , (van, vbn)).
We construct an instance I ′ = (H, V ) of Reconstruction(N =14 ,H, V ), with H = (h1, . . . , h4m) and V = (v1, . . . , v3n+2) as
follows: for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
• h4i−3 = 2n+ 2
• h4i−2 = hai
• h4i−1 = hai + 2hbi• h4i = 0
• v1 = v2 = v3j+2 = m
• v3j = 2vaj + vbj
• v3j+1 = m+ vbj .
From each solutionM of the instance I , one obtains a solutionM ′ of I ′ by simply substituting to each element 0, a, and b
the correspondent configuration as shown on the right of Fig. 5, and finally adding the column [10001000 . . . 1000]T at the
beginning and end ofM ′ (columns 1 and 2 of the matrix in Fig. 5).
On the other hand, let us show how a solution to the instance I ′ uniquely leads to a solution of I: the vectors H and V
as defined determine a part which is common to all the solutions of Reconstruction(N =14 ,H, V ) (the inserted elements in
Fig. 5), and a part which changes according to the different solutions of I (the grey part in Fig. 5).
More precisely, each row of index 4i has projection 0, and so its elements are uniquely determined; the same holds for
the rows of index 4i− 3 since there is only one way to place 2n+ 2 1’s in a row of length 3n+ 2 maintaining the exactly-
1–4-adjacency. As a consequence column 1, column 2, and the columns 3j− 1 contain all the requiredm elements equal to
1, and their remaining elements have value 0.
Finally each element in position (4i− 2, 3j+ 1) has value 0 by the exactly-1–4-adjacency.
Now, the remaining positions, i.e. those having coordinates (4i− 2, 3j), (4i− 1, 3j), and (4i− 1, 3j+ 1) (the grey part in
Fig. 5), depend on the vectorsH2 and V2, and their values are specific for each solution of I ′. So, let P ′ be one of these solutions:
P ′ has hai elements equal to 1 in each row 4i − 2, and consequently, by the adjacency constraint, also in the correspondent
adjacent positions of row h4i−1.
Furthermore,m+vbj elements equal to 1 have to lie in the column3j+1 ofM ′,m of those belonging to all the solutions of I ′;
the remaining vbj ones are in correspondence with v
b
j element 1 in the adjacent free position, by the 4-adjacency constraint.
Since both H and V are satisfied, no more elements 1 are present inM ′. To the matrixM ′ we uniquely associate a matrix
M ∈ C3 of dimension m× n as follows: we cut off the first and last columns fromM ′, and we split the remaining 4m× 3n
matrix into m × n submatrices of dimension 4 × 3. Each submatrix has the upper leftmost corner in position (4i − 3, 3j)
of the starting matrixM ′. Now we set in position (i, j) ofM ′ one of the elements {0, a, b}, according to the correspondence
depicted on the right of Fig. 5. The values of H and V assure that such an association does not leave undefined any element
ofM , and an immediate check reveals that the matrixM is a solution of I . 
The following example clarifies the reduction:
Let us consider the instance of Reconstruction(C3,H2, V2)
I : H2 = ((1, 1), (2, 1)) and V2 = ((2, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1))
given in Fig. 6. The corresponding instance of Reconstruction (N =14 ,H, V ) is
I ′ : H = (8, 1, 3, 0, 8, 1, 1, 0) and V = (2, 2, 0, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2).
The positions which are common to all the solutions of I ′ are depicted after Step 1 of Fig. 6. Then one possible solution M ′
is chosen after Step 2 of Fig. 6, where the six 4× 3 submatrices are highlighted. Each submatrix is finally translated into an
element of {0, a, b}, according to the correspondence given in Fig. 5, obtaining the element of C3 which is a solution of the
instance I , as depicted after Step 3 in Fig. 6.





In this section, we continue investigating problem classes that deal with adjacency constraints: first we deal with the
class N =24 , proving an NP-completeness result for the related general consistency problem, then we generalize this result
to the classesN =26 andN
=2
8 .
We start by recalling the strong NP-complete problem (see [13]).
Numerical Matching with Target Sums (NMTS)
Input: three sets of positive numbers A = {a1, . . . , ap}, B = {b1, . . . , bp}, and C = {c1, . . . , cp};
Question: does there exist a perfect matching between ai’s and bj’s such that for each element ck there is a pair
(ai, bj) of the matching such that ck = ai + bj, with 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ p?
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Fig. 6. The correspondence between the solutions of the instances of Reconstruction(C3,H2, V2) and the solutions of Reconstruction (N =14 ,H, V ).
Theorem 5. The problem Consistency(N =24 ,H, V ) is NP-complete.
Proof. It is easy to see that Consistency(N =24 ,H, V ) belongs to NP. In fact there obviously exists an exhaustive (non
polynomial) procedure which determines the consistency of H and V by listing all the elements of N =14 , and, for each of
them, checking if its projections are H and V . Let the following arbitrary instance I of NMTS be given:
I : A = {a1, . . . , ap}, B = {b1, . . . , bp}, and C = {c1, . . . , cp}.
We construct in polynomial time an instance I ′ of Consistency(N =24 ,H, V ), i.e. two vectors H and V , so that I ′ has a solution
if and only if I has.
The idea which lies behind our reduction is that of defining the vectors H and V so that each element ofN =24 consistent
with them is composed by two parts: one coding a permutation of the elements of A, and the other a permutation of those
of B; each positive number is represented by means of a rectangular configurations of 1’s. Pairing element by element the
two permutations will furnish a perfect matching which turns out to be a solution of I .
So, let a¯ and b¯ be the maximum element of A and B, respectively. We define H = (h1, . . . , h4p−1) such that
• h4i−3 = h4i−1 = ci + 4
• h4i−2 = 4
• h4i′ = 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ p , 1 ≤ i′ < p , and V = (v1, . . . , va¯+b¯+5) such that• v1 = va¯+4 = 3p
• va¯+3 = 0
• vj = 2 |{ak : ak ≥ j− 2}| + |{ak : ak = j− 2}|
• vj′ = 2 |{bk : bk ≥ j′ − a¯− 5}| + |{bk : bk = j′ − a¯− 5}|
for 2 ≤ j ≤ a¯+ 2, and a¯+ 5 ≤ j′ ≤ a¯+ b¯+ 5, ak ∈ A, and bk ∈ B (see Fig. 7).
We analyze a generic solutionM of I ′:
– column a¯ + 3 and the rows with index 4i′ contain only 0’s. As a consequence column 1 and column a¯ + 4 are uniquely
determined, and so it is for columns 2 and a¯+ 5;
– each row of index 4i−2 has two fixed elements 1, and twomore whose positions differ in each solution of I ′. In any case,
by the exactly-2–4-adjacency, they always lie only in those positions having column indexes ak + 2 and a¯ + 5 + bk, as
specified by means of the projections vj and vj′ above;
– finally, the positions of the elements in the rows of index 4i− 2 uniquely determine all the other elements ofM .
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Fig. 7. Some values of the vectors H and V , and the elements of the matrixM which are common to all the solutions of I ′ .
Fig. 8. The instance I : A = {1, 2, 3, 4}, B = {1, 3, 3, 2}, and C = {4, 4, 5, 6} is translated into the vectors H and V indicated, and one of the solutions of
the related reconstruction problem is depicted. The rectangles which code the elements of the A and B are highlighted, and they are coupled to realize the
perfect matching ((3, 1), (1, 3), (2, 3), (4, 2)).
Fig. 7 shows the elements which are common to all the solutions of the generic instance I ′; an example of a solution for
a specific one is in Fig. 8.
So, for each row of index 4i− 3 [resp. 4i− 1], there exists an element ak ∈ A such that the number of elements 1 in the
first a¯+2 positions ofM is equal to ak+2, and there exists an element bk′ ∈ B such that the number of elements 1 in the last
b¯+ 2 positions is equal to bk′ + 2. Since the sum of all the 1’s of the row has to be equal to ci + 4, then it holds ak + bk′ = ci,
and we obtain a perfect matching which is the solution of the instance I .
Vice versa, if a solution to I is supposed, i.e. a perfect matching between the elements of A and B so that each pair of
connected elements sums up to a different element of C , then it is straightforward to compute a matrixM which solves the
related instance I ′ of Consistency(N =24 ,H, V ). 
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Fig. 9. The three rectangular configurations used to represent an integer in the three adjacency situations.
The defined reduction can be easily adapted to the cases of 6-adjacency and 8-adjacency, obtaining the following
Corollary 6. The problems Consistency(C,H, V ), with C ∈ {N =26 ,N =28 }, are NP-complete.
Fig. 9 shows how to modify the rectangular configuration of entries 1 which represent each element of A and B, in order
to maintain the exactly−2 constraint. After slightly changing the computation of the horizontal and vertical projections in
accordance, the defined reduction perfectly works.
8. Conclusion
Using a dynamic programming algorithm framework, we proved that numerous problems of reconstructing a matrix
from two orthogonal projections can be solved in polynomial timewhenever the number of rows (or columns) of thematrix
to reconstruct is fixed. We limited our results to some representative problems but our approach can be easily adapted to a
wide class of other problems.
We also proved some complexity results for some problems concerning the reconstruction of a binary matrix when a
neighborhood constraint occurs. In case where for each 1 there is exactly one other 1 in the four neighborhood the problem
is harder than the three colored matrix reconstruction problem. If the constraint is that there is exactly two other 1’s in the
four (six, eight) neighborhood, then the problem is shown to be NP-complete.
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